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1. ABOUT US
KD-FC is the union of two leading technology startups MarTech and
Fintech, located in Barcelona and California. For 2 years we have
been developing marketing technology (MarTech) that allows us to
offer a tangible and profitable alternative to the oligopoly controlled
by Google, Instagram, etc. in addition to being able to secure and
monetize the data ingested from our clients. (First Party Data)
We have an excellent team with a proven track record of
entrepreneurs, financiers, engineers, data scientists, infrastructure,
marketing and business experts among many other profiles.
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we have managed to provide a solution
that responds effectively to all these
questions and clearly improves the
customers’ experience (CX) with the
brands.

2. WHAT DO WE DO?
Our platform allows us to strengthen relationships between
companies and their clients. With our technology integrated/
connected to their CRM, we enable companies to maintain a direct
relationship, a conversation, with their customers. That allows them to
enrich the data, segment and group the profiles of their customers in
real time, in order to make tailored offers, at the precise moment the
costumers need the product or service.
At a certain moment surely you have asked yourself any of the
following questions...

↘

Is my investment in MKT effective and efficient? Do I measure
correctly?

↘

Am I able to optimize and monetize my customer database?

↘

How could I maintain a direct and fluid relationship with my client
after their purchase?

↘

How could I know the tastes and interests of my customers beyond
their past purchases?

↘

How could I offer our customers what they need when they need it?

↘

How can I increase the Lifetime Value (LTV) of my clients?

With the union of KubikData’s and FynCom’s technologies in a single
product, we have managed to provide a solution that responds
effectively to all these questions and clearly improves your customers’
experience (CX) with the brands.
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The markets know and many in-depth studies have been carried out,
reaching the same conclusion:
“Retaining an existing customer is 5 to 10 times cheaper than
acquiring a new one”
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3. HOW DO WE DO IT?

Based on this premise, we have created a non-intrusive technology
for the user/customer that enables brands to maintain a direct,
transparent and ethical conversation with their customers, while
improving their customer experience, increasing cross-selling and
allowing brands to increase monetization of their existing database.
The conversation with your customer and the ingestion of highquality First Party Data begins here:

Personal information:
The application allows your registered customers to enrich their
personal information beyond the data collected in the CRM. Here
they tell you who he/she is, where he/she works, annual income, if
he/she has children, what studies he/she has, etc.
Interests:
In this section, your client tells you their interests, their consumer
habits, hobbies, etc.

It is important to note that this information is provided voluntarily
by your client, which empowers your client to share only the
information that interests them, that is, they will not have the
perception that you are “stealing their information” through
data mining or the purchase of third-party data sets. Which
automatically complies with any data protection law.
With these 2 sections you already know your client better and have
been able to segment and group your database much better.
But in reality, what we want to know is not only what he wants but
when he wants what he wants.
Our application also includes a Lead Generator, that is, it allows you
to send questionnaires to your database that gives you a real-time
response to their needs.
These three elements combined with the information in your
CRM, enables you to obtain very high-quality information
from your customers, as we are going to show in the following
example.
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In order to achieve a well-segmented database that is at the same
time a relevant promotion for your customers, which exponentially
improves your customers’ experience with your brand, our application
allows you to generate leads with a high degree of probability of
conversion by following the following steps:
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SALE PROMOTION PREPARATION FOR SAMSUNG PREMIUM
WASHING MACHINES

NOTE
As we explained, the Lead Generator allows you to send an Ad Hoc
questionnaire to your entire database but sending a premium washing
machine questionnaire to a 21-year-old student would be counterproductive
for several reasons, it is very unlikely that he will buy a washing machine,
much less an expensive washing machine and the user experience if they
receive content about a product that they are not interested in is very
negative.

Step 1: Preparation of the segmentation:

↘ Filtering Personal Information:

Men and women, at least 40 years old, working, with university
studies, married and single, with children and who earn +30
thousand per year.

↘ CRM Filtering:

Who have ever bought a Samsung product (brand affinity), who
have bought an appliance in the last 3 years, excluding all those
who have bought a washing machine less than 3 years ago.

STEP 2: PREPARATION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE EXAMPLE

↘ Which of the following household appliances are more than 5
years old?
Washer, Dryer, 2 in 1 Wash/Dry, Microwave, Oven, Dishwasher,
Refrigerator.

↘ Would you be willing to buy an appliance from the list if you
received a good discount?

How do you think your customer’s user experience will be when
they receive an offer for a washing machine or appliance, after
answering that their washing machine is more than 5 years old
and that they would be interested in receiving an offer?
This also enables you to forecast your stocks.
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4. ADVERTISING WITH A HIGH DEGREE OF
AFFINITY.
Another of the possibilities offered by our application is the
personalized sending of advertising spots, including a system that
guarantees the ad has been seen and listened to carefully.
Having enriched the CRM data and segmented your customer
database much better, our application offers you the possibility of
sending personalized ads to your customers, that is, if a customer has
informed you that they are interested in the new Samsung phone
models or you know from your CRM that the client has recently
bought this brand, every time a new Samsung terminal or product is
promoted, you can send an ad/promotion to them.
The advantages are that, thanks to our AI, the ads will always reach
customers who have shown a high degree of affinity with the
product or service of the ad, which greatly increases the probability of
conversion.
We also include a system to guarantee the viewing of the
advertisement through a control question that can only be answered
correctly if one has paid attention to the ad.
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The consumer is increasingly aware of their value, they are aware
that only thanks to the data they generate, their digital footprint, the
mechanism of the digital marketing industry works.
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5. THE IMPORTANCE OF FIRST PARTY DATA WHAT IS THE MOTIVATION YOUR CUSTOMERS
TO PARTICIPATE?

“Without users there is no data and without data there is
no business”
Price Waterhouse Coopers and the Interactive Advertising Bureau
in their joint study of the changes and new trends in the digital
advertising market for 2022 in the US point out:

“The elimination of third-party cookies (though
delayed until mid-2023) and mobile identifier
changes are creating a tectonic shift for many
industry players who must reimagine strategic
planning and budgeting for future brand growth.
The consumer value exchange, in light of the
impending changes, has never been more
important.”

Our application not only allows you to engage in a direct conversation
with your customer but also includes the ability to reward users/
customers for their attention and participation.
These rewards are accumulated in their wallets linked to the user’s
account, which they can later use to buy in your Ecommerce turning
a Marketing Expense into a direct ROI. With our technology you can
generate virtual prepaid cards, coupons, promotion codes, pay with
crypto, etc.
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6. ADDITIONAL REVENUE STREAMS:
Since our application enables the obtention of very high-quality
data about consumers who already are existing customers, this data
can be converted and sold as leads to other businesses.
You can even sell ad space by delivering ads with the viewing
guarantee as explained in point number 4.
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